
EE 3025 Dr. Kie�er1 Re 1: Random Data Simulation and AnalysisDiretions: Your instrutor will spend the the �rst 40 minutes of the reitation periodworking some review problems and going over one or more Matlab experiments in the fol-lowing. During the last 10 minutes of reitation, your protor will give you a \Lab Form"that your reitation team ompletes, signs, and turns in. See the last page for an indiationof what you will be asked to do on the Lab Form.Due to time limitations, only a part of the following an be overed during the reitationperiod. However, you might want in the future to try some of the unovered experiments onyour own. They ould give skills useful on some future homework problems and ould lendinsight into your understanding of the ourse from an experimental point of view.This Week's Topis.� Matlab review� Matlab funtions rand, hist, mean, median� Simulating Experiments and Estimating Probabilities1.1 Exp 1: Matlab ReviewYou have had exposure to Matlab in EE 3015. This �rst experiment reviews some of thethings you may have learned. If you already feel omfortable with your Matlab ability, youan skip the experiment and go to Experiment 2.1.1.1 Use of the Dot� Exeute the ommand:[2 4 6℄.*[7 8 9℄Do you understand what you see on the sreen?� Exeute the ommand:[2 4 6℄.^2Do you understand what you see on the sreen?� Exeute the ommand:2.^[2 4 6℄Do you understand what you see on the sreen?1



1.1.2 Finding and Counting Things� Exeute the ommands:x=[2 3 1 1 3 4 5 6 3 4℄;(x==3)Do you understand what you see on the sreen?� Exeute the ommand:find(x==3)Do you understand what you see on the sreen?� Exeute the ommand:sum(x==3)Do you understand what you see on the sreen?1.1.3 Di�erentiator and Integrator� Exeute the ommands:x = [2 3 1 1 3 4 5 6 3 4℄;x(2:10)-x(1:9)Do you understand what you see on the sreen?� Exeute the ommand:umsum(x)Do you understand what you see on the sreen?1.1.4 Rows and Columns of Matrix� Exeute the ommand:M = [1 2 3; 4 5 6; 7 8 9℄Do you understand what you see on the sreen?� Exeute the ommand:M(2,:)Do you understand what you see on the sreen?� Exeute the ommand:M(:,3)Do you understand what you see on the sreen?2



1.1.5 Manipulating Lists� Exeute the ommands:2:810:-1:1Do you understand everything you see on the sreen?� Exeute the ommands:y=[50 9 45 8 40 7 35 6 30 5℄;y(10:-1:1)Do you understand what you see on the sreen?� Exeute the ommands:y=[50 9 45 8 40 7 35 6 30 5℄;t=1:5;y(2*t)y(2*t-1)Q(1,1:5)=y(2*t);Q(2,1:5)=y(2*t-1);QDo you understand everything you see on the sreen?1.2 Exp 2: Matlab funtion \rand"� Exeute the ommand:rand(1,10)You will see 10 real numbers on your sreen hosen (pseudo)randomly from the interval[0; 1℄.� Exeute the following ommand again:rand(1,10)The 10 numbers you get will probably all be di�erent from before. This is as it shouldbe: the outomes are random (i.e., not known in advane).� Exeute the ommand:rand(3,3) 3



Then exeute the ommand again to see if you get something else.� Here is a test of your Matlab skills. Using a \Matlab for loop", generate the random3� 3 matrix 1000 times and then average up the results to see what you get. Talk toyour protor if you get stuk. You will get something that looks approximately like0.5081 0.5149 0.51710.5016 0.5108 0.50090.4972 0.4991 0.48971.3 Exp 3: Mean and MedianSuppose you have a vetor whose omponents are real numbers. Applying the Matlab fun-tion \mean" to the vetor omputes the average of all of the omponents of the vetor.Applying the Matlab funtion median to the vetor gives a real number x suh that thereare just as many omponents of the vetor � x as � x. The mean and the median are notneessarily the same thing.� Run the Matlab sript:u=-log(rand(1,10))mean(u)median(u)See if you understand the results by doing the following. First, use your alulator toaverage up the 10 omponents of vetor u that you see on your sreen; see if this valueis the same as mean(u). Then, exeute the ommandssum(u<=median(u))sum(u>=median(u))to see if the median value is indeed the \middle value" of the 10 omponents.1.4 Exp 4: Matlab funtion \hist"This experiment teahes you a little bit about Matlab's histogram funtion \hist". Generatea vetor x of 100 random integers between 1 and 100 by exeuting the following line of Matlabode:x=eil(100*rand(1,100))You will see the 100 entries of x before you on the omputer sreen. Some integers between1 and 100 will appear in the data sequene x and some will not. Stare at the 100 entries ofx on the omputer sreen until you �nd an integer between 1 and 100 that does not appearin x. Then, stare at the 100 entries of x until you �nd an integer between 1 and 100 thatappears at least twie in x. The matlab funtion \hist" allows you to answer questions ofthis sort muh more painlessly. Now, exeute the following two lines of Matlab ode:4



t=1:100;hist(x,t)You should see a plot appear on your Matlab sreen. This plot is the histogram of x. Foreah integer between 1 and 100, the vertial height of the plot at that integer is the numberof times that integer appears in x. Where the plot is zero, you have integers between 1 and100 not appearing in x. Where the plot is at least two, you have integers between 1 and 100appearing at least twie in x. It is a little hard to see from the horizontal axis whih integersappear in x and whih do not. Exeute the following line of Matlab ode:f=hist(x,t)The 100 entries of the vetor f , printed out on your sreen, give you the vertial heights ofthe histogram plot, whih are the frequenies with whih eah integer 1 to 100 appear in x.We an use the frequeny vetor f to ful�ll more easily the searh tasks we did earlier by alaborious eyeball searh of the omputer sreen. For example, exeute the following line ofMatlab ode to see whih integers between 1 and 100 do not appear in x:find(f==0)Then, exeute the following line of Matlab ode to see whih integers between 1 and 100appear in x at least twie:find(f>=2)Finish Experiment 4 by trying to answer the following questions:� What line of Matlab ode would you use to �nd those integers between 1 and 100 thatappear in x at least one but less than 4 times?� Whih integers between 1 and 100 appear in x the most times? How many times doeseah of them appear in x?1.5 Exp 5: Simulating Equiprobable Random ExperimentIn this experiment, you will learn how to use the Matlab funtion rand to simulate theoutome of a random experiment having equally likely outomes, and how the use the Matlabfuntion \mean" to see whether the simulation is doing what it is supposed to do. First, wetry to simulate the following random experiment, whih de�nes a ertain random variableX based on a oin ip:Flip a fair oin: if heads, take X = 1; if tails, take X = �1.We want to do a simulation in whih we pseudorandomly generate 1 about half the time, and�1 the remaining times. If we were to form the pseudorandom number eil(2*rand(1,1)),we would obtain 1 about half the time and 2 the remaining times. Then, we just have todo a linear transformation that will transform 1; 2 into �1; 1, respetively. The randomexperiment is simulated by exeuting the Matlab sript5



u=eil(2*rand(1,1));x=a*u+b;with the onstants a and b hosen so that au + b evaluated at u = 1 is �1 and au + bevaluated at u = 2 is 1. A little bit of work shows that a = 2 and b = �3. (Do this.)Our onlusion is that the Matlab one-linerx=2*eil(2*rand(1,n))-3;should reate a vetor x whose entries simulate n independent trials in whih the randomexperiment is performed and the value of X is noted. Let's do some data analysis on x forlarge number of trials n, to see whether our simulation seems to be working. Exeute theone-linerx=2*eil(2*rand(1,100))-3The 100 entries of x printed out simulate 100 observations of the random variable X. About50 of the entries should be = +1 and 50 of the entries should be �1. Exeute the linessum(x==1)sum(x==-1)to obtain the number of times 1;�1 atually our in vetor x, respetively. Is eah valuenear 50?Do a plot of x as a bar hart by exeuting the linebar(1:100,x)Do about half the bars in the bar hart point upward, and about half downward?Now, we obtain more onvining evidene. Exeute the lineslear;x=2*eil(2*rand(1,10000))-3;The vetor x in Matlab memory simulates 10000 independent observations of the randomvariable X. The probabilities P [X = 1℄ and P [X = �1℄ are both 1=2. If our simulationis working properly, the empirial frequeny with whih 1 appears in vetor x should beabout 1=2 (this frequeny is the number of entries of x equal to 1, divided by 10000, thelength of x|in other words, we ount the number of trials in whih event fX = 1g ourredand divide by the total number of trials). Similarly, the empirial frequeny with whih �1appears in x should also be about 1=2. These two empirial frequenies an be omputedusing the Matlab \mean" funtion, as follows:mean(x==1)mean(x==-1) 6



Exeute these two lines to see if the two frequenies do indeed approximate the probabilitiesP [X = 1℄ = 1=2 and P [X = �1℄ = �1=2, respetively. Now average the empirial frequen-ies over 10 runs as follows to see if you get even better approximations to P [X = 1℄ andP [X = �1℄:for i=1:10x=2*eil(2*rand(1,10000))-3;empfreq1(i)=mean(x==1);empfreq2(i)=mean(x==-1);endmean(empfreq1)mean(empfreq2)It is highly likely that when you round o� the approximations you see on your sreen to twodeimal plaes, you will obtain 0:50 and 0:50. Do you?1.6 Exp 6: Simulating Fair Die TossesWe onsider another experiment with equally likely outomes. Toss a fair die, see whatnumber omes up, and let the random variable X be this number. The RV X has 6 equallylikely values 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6. The following line of Matlab ode simulates n observations of therandom variable X:x=eil(6*rand(1,n));Generate vetor x of length 10000 in this way. For eah i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6, ount how manyentries of vetor x are equal to i with the line of Matlab odesum(x==i)Then, approximate the probabilitiesP [X = i℄ = 1=6; i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6 (1)by means of the empirial frequeniessum(x==i)/10000Equivalently, you an obtain this same empirial frequeny with the linemean(x==i)omputed for i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6. Are the empirial frequenies all around 1=6? If you havetime, average the empirial frequenies from 10 runs of 10000 observations eah, to see if theapproximations to the probabilities (1) get even better.Tossing Two Fair Dies: Consider 10000 trials of the experiment in whih you toss a pairof fair die and reord the total. Run the following Matlab ode, whih approximatesthe probability that you get a total of 7:7



x=eil(6*rand(1,10000)); %10000 flips of first diey=eil(6*rand(1,10000)); %10000 flips of seond diez=x+y; %The 10000 totalsmean(z==7) %The estimate of the prob that the total is 71.7 Exp 7: Simulating Three Fair Coin TossesConsider the random experiment in whih three fair oins (oin 1, oin 2, and oin 3) areeah tossed one and the results reorded. Let X be the random variable equal to the totalnumber of heads on the three oins. The values 0; 1; 2; 3 of X are not equally likely. In fat,P [X = 0℄ = P [X = 3℄ = 1=8; P [X = 1℄ = P [X = 2℄ = 3=8:However, X is based on an experiment with equally likely outomes, so we an easily simulateobservations of X using the ideas from Experiments 5-6. First, reate the following threevetors whih simulate the results of tosses 1,2,3, respetively.x1=eil(2*rand(1,10000))-1;x2=eil(2*rand(1,10000))-1;x3=eil(2*rand(1,10000))-1;The entries of vetors x1; x2; x3 are eah 0; 1. For example, if entry i of vetor x1 is 1, thismeans that the i-th toss of oin 1 ame up heads; if entry i of vetor x1 is 0, this means thatthe i-th toss of oin 1 ame up tails. We simulate observations of the value of X by addingup the vetors x1; x2; x3:x=x1+x2+x3;(Do this.) Computemean(x==0)mean(x==1)mean(x==2)mean(x==3)What is your onlusion?Here is a quiker way to obtain the empirial frequenies. Exeute the ommandsf=hist(x,0:3);f/10000Do the four omponents of the normalized frequeny vetor f=10000 on your sreen oinidewith your previous omputations of the empirial frequenies? Now do the bar plotbar(0:3,f/10000)The plot you see on the sreen should be an approximation to the plot of the probabilitymass funtion (PMF) of the random variable X.8



1.8 Exp 8: Simulating Nonequiprobable ExperimentIn this experiment, you learn how to simulate observations of a random variable whose valuesare not equally likely. Let X be a random variable taking values �1:42, 0:53, 1:25, and 2:31with probabilities 0:1, 0:2, 0:3, 0:4, respetively. Sine the values of X are not equally likely,we have to simulate X by a di�erent method than used previously. Coneptually, we anpartition the unit interval [0; 1℄ into the four subintervals[0; 0:1℄; [0:1; 0:3℄; [0:3; 0:6℄; [0:6; 1℄of lengths 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4, respetively. We then generate a pseudorandom number U in[0; 1℄ using rand. Finally, we delare that X = �1:42, X = 0:53, X = 1:25, or X = 2:31depending upon whether U is in the �rst, seond, third, or fourth subinterval, respetively.The following Matlab sript reates 10000 pseudorandom simulated observations of X:for i=1:10000u=rand(1,1);if u<0.1x(i)=-1.42;elseif u<0.3x(i)=0.53;elseif u<0.6x(i)=1.25;elsex(i)=2.31;endendDo the omputationsmean(x==-1.42)mean(x==0.53)mean(x==1.25)mean(x==2.31)These empirial frequenies will probably yield aurate approximations of the respetiveprobabilities 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4 to the nearest one-tenth. Do they? If you have time before the�nal 10 minutes, re-ompute eah of the four empirial frequenies over 10 runs and averageto see if you get approximations to the respetive probabilities 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4 aurate totwo deimal plaes.1.9 ExerisesWrite programs to simulate (a) the total on toss of three fair dies, and (b) the total numberof heads on toss of four fair oins. Use the funtion hist to interpret the results, as we didin the last part of Experiment 7. 9



EE 3025 S2007 Reitation 1 Lab FormName and Student Number of Team Member 1:Name and Student Number of Team Member 2:Name and Student Number of Team Member 3:************************************************************************************Your lab form will look like this. Your protor will give you hard opy of the lab form whihtells you what you are to do. What you are to do will vary slightly from setion to setion.However, I an tell you in general terms what you will be doing: You will be asked to useMatlab ode that will simulate a ertain number of independent trials of the experiment\Flip k fair oins and ount the total number of heads." (You will be told how many trialsand what k is.) Then you will be asked to use Matlab to ompute histogram estimates forthe probabilities of various outomes. Before oming to lass, it would be helpful for you tostudy Experiment 7, partiularly the bottom half of page 8.
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